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CERTIFIED DATA ERASURE:
Support from the very beginning of the 
lifecycle to the very end

CERTIFIED DATA ERASURECHG-MERIDIAN

OUR PROCESS
With over 40 years’ experience behind us we have been able to 
refine our data erasure process to ensure both maximum efficiency 
and benefit for our customers. Simply arrange a date and location of 
your choice and we will take care of the rest, allowing you and your 
team to focus on what you do best.

PROCESS BREAKDOWN
1. Customer arranges a date and location for collection
2. CHG collects customers assets
3. CHG provides fully tracked transportation back to our warehouse
4. Full erasure service and asset inventory check conducted on-site
5. CHG provides certification of erasure to customer

SECURE DATA ERASURE
Here at CHG-MERIDIAN we provide certified data erasure at 
various levels dependent on your organisational requirements. 
Using the data deletion service Blancco, which is approved by the 
National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) and BSI, we can validate 
the deletion of your data from your assets. Our data erasure 
service exceeds current standards for the permanent erasure of 
digital information and uses techniques that stop both software 
and hardware recovery tools from restoring the erased data.

If the hard drive fails the Blancco data wiping process we will to 
destroy the hard drive and will provide you with a full audit trial 
and destruction certificate.

Your security is our number 1 priority. Can you honestly afford to 
take the risk with your sensitive data?

GDPR

We aren’t interested in simply providing you with endless 
amounts of information surrounding GDPR, our aim is to 
provide our customers with a solution. We strive to take away 
the headaches, the pain, the stress, the pressure and allow you 
to focus on what you do best. How exactly do we do this? Via 
our certified data erasure service.
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